Health and Safety Committee 10 Meeting

December 21th, 2015

Achim Nicklis (AN), April Huff (AH), David Warren (DW), David Zuckerman (DZ), Eileen Herman (EH), Roy Farrow (RF), Suzanne Zitzer (SZ)

EHS representatives: Emma Alder (EA)

Called to order by DZ. AN taking notes.

Meeting minutes from November 16th 2015 approved

November OARS reports

- 2015-11-008 Closed.
- 2015-11-015 Closed.
- 2015-11-018 Closed.
- 2015-11-034 Closed. Issues will be addressed in safety meeting of unit in January 2016.
- 2015-11-035 Closed.
- 2015-11-048 A visit to the site in Forks is planned. Suggestions include neon reflective painting and better lighting. Wheel stops serve a safety purpose, removing them might help with tripping, but creates other unsafe conditions. Remains open. The thought of escorting visitors raises questions about insurance and is not suggested. Remains open.
- 2015-11-057 Closed.
- 2015-11-081 All outings in the Enchanted Valley are accompanied by rangers. Closed.

Older OARS reports

- 2015-10-037 The U-car fleet offers a Suburban, but no trucks. Closed.

MyChem: DZ reports about his work in MyChem. DW talks about decreasing the amount of chemicals in his division.

DZ gives a positive summary of the work in this last election cycle. In the name of the Dean’s office SZ thanks the committee for our work.

U-wide: EA reports of a letter sent to the provost listing problems with the conducting of fire drills. Hopefully the issues about compliance can be elevated to the level of the faculty senate. Nobody is exempt from fire drills.

The next meeting will take place on January 18th, 2016.

Meeting adjourned

Addendum:

http://coenv.washington.edu/intranet/governance/health-and-safety-committee
http://www.ehs.washington.edu/ohssafcom
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Deborah Malarek JISAO Ad Hoc 355672 dmalarek
Doug Russell OCEAN Appointed 357940 dgruss
Eileen Herman WA Sea Grant Elected 355060 Emherman
Jackie Chapman SMEA Appointed 355685 jachap
Jon Wittouck SAFS Elected 355020 wittouck
Kathy Newell OCEAN Elected 357940 newell@ocean
Pema Kitaeff FHL Elected 351812 pema
Roy Farrow SEFS Elected 358010 farrow
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Associate dean: Stephanie Harrington (SH)

EHS representatives: Emma Alder (EA), Sherry Baron (SB)

Route all Health & Safety Committee correspondence to Suzanne Zitzer